Mice lacking terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase: adult mice with a fetal antigen receptor repertoire.
TdT knock-out mice have established the role of this enzyme in vivo: TdT mediates the transition from the relatively limited fetal to the highly diverse adult antigen receptor repertoire by adding template independent "N" nucleotides and disrupting homology-directed recombination. Lacking this source of diversity, TdT degree mice harbor essentially fetal antigen receptor repertoires. In alpha beta TCRs, the TdT null mutation affects the length and diversity of the CDR3 loops thought to be important in "directing" MHC/peptide recognition. N- CDR3 loops appear to wield less influence than do their N+ counterparts--positive selection is more efficient in the TdT degree animals and the peripheral repertiore is more polyreactive and less peptide-oriented than is the N+ repertoire. However, this loss of specificity does not markedly diminish the response to specific peptides. Overall, mice harboring essentially fetal repertoires are robust and effectively respond to a wide variety of challenges to the immune system.